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David Koch, online entrepreneur, finance journalist and trusted Australian media personality knows a thing or two about
the family finances. Father of four kids, sole breadwinner, ad a man not afraid to admit to his own odd money mistake,
David has also spent hour after hour in the Sunrise studio tuning in to the way the average Australian thinks about
money. He knows the extent to which we all: * spend too much on silly stuff * avoid keeping track of our expenses * get
overwhelmed by the cost of raising a family * settle for less in terms of salary * do without the things that would bring a bit
of pleasure to our lives * pay the banks too much in fees and interest. David is here to help. In 11 easy steps he shows
us everything we need to do to: * pay less on the mortgage * put up to $14,000 extra back in the average family budget *
get those finances sorted in 15 minutes a month * develop a side hustle or get a salary increase (or why not both?) *
learn a little about investing for the future * tackle debt once and for all. Friendly, clear and easy to use, this is the guide
you need to reset your money habits so you can learn more, worry less, breathe easier and enjoy of the fruits of your
labour. This book is just the first step towards getting on top of your finances. Kochie's weekly '11 Steps' email newsletter
is going to keep you on track well beyond the last page with timely tips, news and opportunities for you to keep growing
your wealth. Just head to www.ymyl.com.au/11steps to get on the list.
Too many entrepreneurs push off planning for the sale of their business until the last moment. But for a business to sell
for what it’s really worth—or even more—owners need to prepare for the sale from the very start. In Exit Rich, author and
mergers and acquisitions authority Michelle Seiler Tucker joins forces with Sharon Lechter, finance expert and author of
Rich Dad Poor Dad, to create a must-have guide for all business owners—whether they’re gearing up to sell a business
now or just getting started building out their company into something to sell for a profit in the future. Seiler Tucker’s
twofold approach to selling your business for maximum profit combines two of the most powerful elements of her mergers
and acquisitions toolkit: the “ST GPS Exit Model” to help business owners set goals for the sale before their business hit
the market, and the “6 P Method” to help them objectively evaluate their business’s worth, before their potential buyers
do. Combined, these tools provide invaluable insight into the process of preparing a business for sale, finding the right
buyers, and staging the sale itself. Throughout the book, Sharon Lechter’s wisdom peppers each chapter in the
“Mentoring Corner” section, providing forward-thinking entrepreneurs with the perspective that they need to take control
of their business’s future and exit rich. This book is a rich resource for any business owner looking to: • Objectively
evaluate their business before a sale • Improve their chances of finding the right buyer • Sell their business for maximum
profit
Your Niche Can Make You Rich! Make Your Dental Practice into a Multi-Million-Dollar Business. ?For years, Dr. Jerry
Lanier, DDS, has wanted to write a book for dentists about exiting their dental businesses rich. And now that he has
become an eminently successful entrepreneur, he has fulfilled that wish with the publication of The Entrepreneur Dentist.
Dr. Lanier's book is for every dentist whose ideas of retirement have less to do with downsizing and more to do with
travel and living the good life--with absolutely no concerns about money. Aspiring dental entrepreneurs will find Dr.
Lanier's book thorough, accessible, and informative. The Entrepreneur Dentist contains everything successful dentists
with big dreams need to know about building a dental business and exiting with wealth. Dr. Lanier shows how the future
you've dreamed for yourself and your family can become reality--because you've planned for that future with advice from
this exceptional entrepreneur. In 1994, Dr. Jerry Lanier opened his first Kids Dental Kare office, and by 2017, he had 14
offices, employed close to 150 employees, twenty-five associate dentists, and was generating $20 million per year in
revenue. When he sold that business, he was on the way to living the life of his dreams. He wants to show you how to
plan ahead so you can do the same with your dental practice. This strategy-and-tactics field manual shows future dental
entrepreneurs how to take the right steps so you can carve out successful enterprises over the long term. Dr. Lanier
covers the ins and outs of building a thriving dental business, both from macro and micro perspectives, and includes
practical steps you should take and pitfalls you can avoid. This valuable book will take you from being an aspiring dental
entrepreneur with a sole proprietorship to business ownership--and finally, to a lucrative exit to the life of your dreams.
Major topics in the book include: • Defining the dental market and learning how to take advantage of opportunities in it •
Breaking down the dental niche strategy • Choosing a location (markets, demographics, and other practical
considerations • Marketing and messaging • Infrastructure (staffing, processes and procedures, systems) • Building a
team (becoming the boss, hiring dentists, managers, and other key players) • Growth and expansion and getting ready to
exit
The Financial Times Guide to Leadership is a one-stop shop for professionals at every stage of their leadership journey.
Whether you’re just starting out or are looking to upgrade your current skills, this practical guide takes you through the
core building tools of self-awareness, influence and execution. With thought-provoking exercises and action points
throughout, plus handy chapter summaries for when you need to access information, this book is your roadmap to
becoming a better leader. This definitive guide to leadership includes: What good leadership looks like How to build your
own leadership style Techniques to lead and influence others How to build and execute your vision Everything you need
to know to become an authentic and dynamic leader. "My shelves groan under stacks of leadership books. But just a
very few stand out as solid gold. The Financial Times Guide to Leadership merits inclusion in that select company. There
is simply no excuse for not applying its very practical steps. I'd urge you to start or continue your journey here!" Tom
Peters, author of In Search of Excellence "Finally, a first-class leadership book that focuses on the 'how' and 'what' as
well as the 'why' and 'when'. Full of practical steps to take you to the next level." Doug Richard, entrepreneur and founder
of School for Startups "Leadership is at the intersection of competence, charisma and the ability to think big for yourself
and for others. The Financial Times Guide to Leadership gives you the tools you need to navigate this junction with
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success." Mercedes Erra, Executive President of Havas Worldwide
Financial literacy and wisdom are far more important than how much money you make. People chase money. But once
you secure the money, how do you spend it? Most people spend 1st then attempt to save what’s left. Until bills or
unexpected expenses show up to deplete their savings. Money is a tool, it should always be working for you. Wealth is
amassed when your money works more for you then you do for it. Money sitting in a bank or under a mattress is just
money waiting to be spent. Even when it comes to the most disciplined individuals. Those of us who understand money
call that dead money. Money is currency therefore it should always be moving. When you put it in the bank it’s working,
just not for you. The bank is using your money to make plenty of money and giving you pennies. And you have been
brainwashed into thinking this is ok because they tell you it’s the safest place to put your money. But your money
shouldn’t be kept in banks. It should be kept in investments and passed through banks in transactions using funds and
accounts that protect your money from unnecessary taxes and penalties. This understanding is the difference between
those who get rich and those who build generational wealth. Be smart with your money and pace yourself. In this
financial read you will learn about entrepreneurship. Our check list will see if you are ready. If you're aspiring to be ahead
of the entrepreneurship boom in the mist of the world being on hold due to a health crisis, then this book is for you.
Rich Happy Strong Free is a book intended to shift thinking and action away from consumption, indulgence and
engagement with technology. To help you re-focus toward building reserves and capacity in the critical areas of life that
matter. To work towards freedom, financial security, improved health, better relationships and profound happiness.
Success isn’t just about money, possessions, looks, accolades or trophies. It shouldn’t be defined by achievement in
one area at the expense of any of the other vital areas. Real success is a matter of balance, which can only be made
possible through personal growth, self-regulation and discipline, without compromise. Rich Happy Strong Free isn’t a getrich-quick scheme or five-minute abs pitch. Expect a pragmatic approach that may well “call-you-out” on the very things
that are holding you back from taking complete control of your world. Is it time to face your future? I say, yes. Enjoy the
book, Peter A. Charlesworth.
Going Public Can Also Mean Vulnerability to Rumors and Ruin -- Other Risks of Going Public -- Beware of Investment
Bankers' Inherent Drive to Go Public -- Investment Bankers and Venture Capitalists Are Not the Same -- The Groupon
Story: A Post-IPO Nightmare -- Lessons Reinforced by Groupon's Story -- Timely Liquidation Less Risky than Betting on
Volatile Public Markets -- There Are Exceptions: The Nanophase Technologies Story -- Sale to or Merger with a
Complementary Business -- Benefits of Being Acquired: The Cleversafe Story -- Issues to Consider Before Selling the
Baby -- Truly "All's Well that Ends Well" -- Chapter 13: Interview with a Successful Entrepreneur -- Part IV: Looking
Ahead: What's to Come -- Chapter 14: The Foreseeable Future -- The Case for Even Greater Innovation and Venture
Capital Opportunity -- Technology Advancement-and Investment-Opportunities -- Artificial Intelligence: Computers
Becoming Even More Integral to Our Lives -- Will the Computer Be Wise? -- Big Data and Predictive Analytics: The Why
of Everything -- Biology as a Computer -- Nanotechnology: The Domain of the Very Small -- Robotics: Machines Come to
Life -- Virtual Reality: The Unreal Simulating the Real -- The Internet and the Coming "Third Wave" -- Biomedical
Advances through Information Flow -- Acknowledgments -- About the Authors -- Index -- EULA
An informative resource for the entrepreneur or would-be entrepreneur.
“A ‘must-read’ book ... filled with practical information and numerous case studies on what aspiring entrepreneurs and business owners
need to know to run a profitable business...the author reminds the reader not to confuse the excitement and enthusiasm of starting a
business and being a business owner with the skills required to be successful and avoid becoming one of the 80% of businesses that will
eventually fail. A major contribution of this book is its continuous emphasis on the importance of having a business model as a critical
requirement to start and manage a profitable business.” —Edgar Ortiz, CEO of Strategic Analytic Solutions and business columnist for the
Atlanta Journal-Constitution Ralph Blanchard, a successful entrepreneur with a background in economics, provides a detailed analysis of
what it is really like to buy, start, operate, and eventually sell a small business. Topics covered include: • why most businesses fail • ten
management skills found in successful small business owners • strategies to transition from self-employment to entrepreneurship •
advantages that small business owners have over larger competitors • tips to develop profitable pricing strategies • innovative ideas to help
develop a sound business model
What if there was a simple way for small business owners to create wealth forthemselves that required no extra work? Here's the secret: one
of the easiestways for entrepreneurs to create wealth is to invest in their commercial realestate and finance the purchase.
Skip a Step is not another get rich quick guide from business moguls who amassed a fortune. It's meant for a new generation who do not just
want to get rich, but wish instead to find meaning and purpose in life. Each chapter contains a close interview with an entrepreneur or leader
making a difference in the world and divulging the wisdom they received from slaying the dragons in their own lives to achieve success. It is
not just about wealth or success that we want you, the reader, to walk away learning, but rather the struggle, triumphs and challenges faced
and felt that have impacted the lives of the people we interviewed in Skip a Step. So many young people are programmed from an early age
to go to school, get good grades, attend college, and then hope for a good-paying job. This used to be the "safe" approach to obtaining a
successful life. But every once in awhile, a maverick as you will read in Skip a Step, comes along and bucks the trend. This person doesn't
play it safe. Instead, they take risks. Perhaps they drop out of school. They put their heart and soul into building a company that has never
existed before, offering a crucial product or service that no one else is providing. By doing something so disruptive and wholly original, they
attain success on their terms. As a culture we celebrate these gutsy individualists as entrepreneurs.Our goal is for each reader to learn that a
successful life is a meaningful life and that each of us has something special to contribute if we face our challenges with courage, love and
passion.
Explores the nature of life's risks--how we regulate and measure risks--and discusses carcinogens, the greenhouse effect, highway safety, air
travel, nuclear power, and acid rain
Whether you work for an established company and want to trailblaze new products (intrapreneurship), or want to establish your own new
venture (entrepreneurship), The Guide to Entrepreneurship: How to Create Wealth for Your Company and Stakeholders supplies invaluable
guidance along with concrete action plans. In contrast to academic publications th
From 1998 to 2018, people who managed their own investments yielded a paltry 1.9 percent return. Why do so many think they can strike
investment gold but wind up with such disappointing results? In Tilting the Odds, Mark Tepper, CFP® and president and CEO of Strategic
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Wealth Partners, shows you how to avoid the pitfalls common to many do-it-yourself investors. You'll learn the investment edge process,
which is rooted in a well-balanced risk-reward profile. Rather than strike it rich or make money fast, the goal of the investment edge process
is to create long-term success. By following the investment edge process, you'll increase your ability to control your reactions to the ups and
downs of the stock market. Instead of succumbing to the failures that lead to poor investment results, you'll learn to skillfully manage risk. If
you're ready to improve the investment decisions that affect your financial life most, Tilting the Odds is your essential guide.
Take charge of your financial future and improve your overall well being In today's unpredictable economy, the best way to ensure financial
security is to build your own business. You can neither count on nor control your employer's success, but you can depend on your own
creativity and solid work ethic to achieve prosperity. The Affluent Entrepreneur empowers you to identify your innermost marketable passion,
and then turn that passion into your profession by becoming a successful business, regardless of your background, experience, or level of
education. Provides you with 20 proven principles to achieve success faster than you ever imagined Propels existing entrepreneurs toward
reaching the next level with their business Offers proven advice from an author who has been featured in major newspapers such as USA
TODAY, The New York Times, the Denver Post, and the Chicago Sun-Times, as well as on hundreds of radio stations If you're tired of
depending on others for your success and well being, The Affluent Entrepreneur gives you the edge you need to launch and grow your own
business and create your own long-term financial freedom and security.
Building wealth can be a complex and overwhelming task... but it doesn't have to be.Using the advice and wisdom of 75 successful
entrepreneurs, let this book be the roadmap to more success, wealth and fulfillment in your life. The experts highlighted in this book are now
iconic investors, super successful entrepreneurs, financial planners, bestselling authors, and more, but they didn't start out that way. They are
living proof that you can truly come from any background or situation to ultimately reach a high level of success. All that it takes to find true
wealth are the simple actions laid out in this book. This step-by-step guide teaches: * The money secrets of the rich * How to reprogram your
mind for massive success * The common traits and skills of the wealthy * A money plan and list of priorities to focus on * The key mistakes
that are holding you back * Where to begin so you can take your finances and career to the next level As successful entrepreneur David
Wood says, "Wealth is a choice." The choice is yours to make. Take control. Make money. Live wealthy. For free resources and videos, go to
MakeMoneyLiveWealthy.com.

The Multi-Millionaires How Much They Made. How Each One Made It. At the beginning of 2000, there were nearly three hundred
billionaires and five million millionaires living in the United States. Total household wealth had reached $37 trillion, up from just
over $8 trillion when Ronald Reagan became president. The stories of these super-rich men and women reflect the social and
economic history of the last twenty years. Roy C. Smith takes the reader into five core areas of opportunity today as well as the
career turning points of key individuals in each: - Entrepreneurs like Mike Bloomberg, Sam Walton, and Ted Turner, - Dealmakers
such as Kirk Kerkorian, Ron Perelman, and Larry Tisch, - Investors like Warren Buffett and financiers like George Soros, Corporate executives such as Jack Welch, Sandy Weill, and Michael Eisner, - And entertainers like Oprah Winfrey, Steven
Spielberg, and Tiger Woods.
We all want a better life and we all go in the pursuit of it in whatever capacity we can. What if you were given the opportunity to
have the access to knowledge that you knew would change your life forever? Would you do whatever it took for you to get your
hands on that knowledge? Sadly the answer to that question for some will be no. And that is ok there is nothing wrong with that.
The beautiful thing about life is that we all have our free will to choose whatever direction we want to take for our lives. I'm not here
telling you that the pages in this book is a must for you and you have to do whatever I say in it, but I would like to offer you some
thoughts of mine and some things that have helped me along the way on my journey these 13 years of becoming a business
woman and building what I would class as successful businesses in their own rights.
The former CEO of Clif Bar, Co-founder of Plum, and serial entrepreneur offers insights about launching and growing a business
while maintaining a fulfilled life in this practical guide filled with hard-won advice culled from the author’s own sometimes dark, raw
experiences. With a foreword by Steve Blank. Aspiring entrepreneurs are told that to launch a business, you must go all in,
devoting every resource and moment to making it work. But following this advice comes at an enormous personal cost: divorce,
addiction, even suicide. It means sacrificing the intangibles that make life worth living. Sheryl O’Loughlin knows there is a better
way. In Killing It, she shares the wisdom she’s gained from her successful experiences launching a company from the ground up
(Plum), running two fast-growing companies (Clif Bar and REBBL), and mentoring aspiring entrepreneurs (Stanford University).
She tells it like it is: If you don’t invest in your wellbeing, your business will not succeed, nor will you. Sheryl knows firsthand the
difficulty of balancing the needs of her growing family with her physical and mental health, while managing other work and life
challenges. In this warm, honest, and wise handbook, she gives you the essentials for killing it in business—without killing the rest
of your life. Filled with real-life examples and anecdotes, Killing It addresses common questions including: How do you prepare
your significant other for your business venture? How do you time launching and growing your business with the ebb and flow of
family life? How do you find joy in the day-to-day? How do you maintain meaningful, supportive friendships? How do you walk
away and start again? The ultimate life and business course, Killing It gives entrepreneurs the tools they need to start their
enterprise and thrive—both in the office and at home.
The essential guide to selling your business--and walking away with maximum wealth Nearly every entrepreneur dreams of one
day selling their business for big bucks, but far too many aren't aware of exactly what it takes to do so. The sobering truth is that
it's very easy for the entrepreneurs who don't know what they're doing to walk away from a sale without the financial freedom they
hoped for. In fact, only about 20 percent of businesses for sale will successfully transfer to another owner! In Walk Away Wealthy,
Mark Tepper--a leading authority on wealth management and financial planning for entrepreneurs--shows you how to build a
strong exit plan, an absolute requirement if you hope to get the full value from a sale. Tepper's twelve secrets debunk myths and
deliver practical advice as he walks you through what most people don't know (or refuse to believe) about the process of planning
their exit. And although it's best to start planning the exit as early as possible, the book also delivers advice for those who may
have waited too long and feel lost in the face of a rapidly approaching sale. Selling the business you worked so hard to build can
be a confusing and intimidating proposition. Let Mark Tepper clear away the misconceptions, steer you clear of common mistakes,
and help you walk away wealthy!
Change Your Habits, Change Your Life is the follow-up to Tom Corleys bestselling book "Rich Habits." Thanks to his extensive
research of the habits of self-made millionaires, Corley has identified the habits that helped transform ordinary individuals into selfmade millionaires. Success no longer has to be a secret passed down among only the elite and the wealthy. No matter where you
are in life, "Change Your Habits, Change Your Life" will meet you there, and guide you to success. In this book, you will learn
about:
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Entrepreneurship underpins many roles within the publishing industry, from freelancing to bookselling. Entrepreneurs are shaped
by the contexts in which their entrepreneurship is situated (social, political, economic, and national). Additionally, entrepreneurship
is integral to occupational identity for book publishing entrepreneurs. This Element examines entrepreneurship through the lens of
identity and narrative based on interview data with book publishing entrepreneurs in the US Book publishing entrepreneurship
narratives of independence, culture over commerce, accidental profession, place, risk, (in)stability, busyness, and freedom are
examined in this Element.
On November 18, 1973, wide receiver Elmo Wright scored a touchdown and became the first professional football player to dance
in the end zone. You don't have to be a sports fan to feel the emotions and celebration of a really good end zone dance.
Interviewed more than thirty years later, Elmo Wright said, "I've accomplished a lot in my life, but what happened in the end zone
is what defines my career." If you own a business, you have something in common with Elmo. Business success may have
already brought personal satisfaction and financial rewards. But what happens at your inevitable exit--in your end zone--likely
defines your career. An exit that falls short can cause financial disappointment, family strife, or low self-esteem. Success at exit is
the crowning achievement of a career, fulfillment of financial and family dreams, or the start of your business legacy. Dance in the
End Zone will change your perceptions. Exit planning is not about some distant transaction but rather making decisions today that
build a better business and position for your success. The book reveals the Seven End Zone Questions, provides more than fifty
tools and tactics--the plays for your Exit Planning Playbook--and shares the real--world stories of dozens of business owners like
you. Whether your ideal exit is soon or many years from now, this is a must-read to one day dance in the end zone.
The essential guide to selling your business—and walking away with maximum wealth Nearly every entrepreneur dreams of one
day selling their business for big bucks, but far too many aren’t aware of exactly what it takes to do so. The sobering truth is that
it’s very easy for the entrepreneurs who don’t know what they’re doing to walk away from a sale without the financial freedom
they hoped for. In fact, only about 20 percent of businesses for sale will successfully transfer to another owner! In Walk Away
Wealthy, Mark Tepper--a leading authority on wealth management and financial planning for entrepreneurs--shows you how to
build a strong exit plan, an absolute requirement if you hope to get the full value from a sale. Tepper’s twelve secrets debunk
myths and deliver practical advice as he walks you through what most people don’t know (or refuse to believe) about the process
of planning their exit. And although it’s best to start planning the exit as early as possible, the book also delivers advice for those
who may have waited too long and feel lost in the face of a rapidly approaching sale. Selling the business you worked so hard to
build can be a confusing and intimidating proposition. Let Mark Tepper clear away the misconceptions, steer you clear of common
mistakes, and help you walk away wealthy!
Start a successful business mid-life When you think of someone launching a start-up, the image of a twenty-something techie probably
springs to mind. However, Gen Xers and Baby Boomers are just as likely to start businesses and reinvent themselves later in life. Never Too
Old to Get Rich is an exciting roadmap for anyone age 50+ looking to be their own boss and launch their dream business. This book provides
up-to-date resources and guidance for launching a business when you're 50+. There are snappy profiles of more than a dozen successful
older entrepreneurs, describing their inspirational journeys launching businesses and nonprofits, followed by Q&A conversations, and pull-out
boxes containing action steps. The author walks you through her three-part fitness program: guidelines for becoming financially fit, physically
fit, and spiritually fit, before delving more deeply into how would-be entrepreneurs over 50 can succeed. • Describes how you can find capital
to start your own business • Offers encouraging stories of real people who have become their own bosses and succeeded as entrepreneurs
• Written by PBS Next Avenue’s entrepreneur expert, Kerry Hannon • Teaches you how to start your own business Never Too Old to Get
Rich is the ideal book for older readers looking to pursue new business ventures later in life.
Walk Away WealthyThe Entrepreneur's Exit-Planning PlaybookGreenleaf Book Group
Do Millionaires Really Make Mistakes? We’re all fascinated by the brilliant entrepreneur who hits it big with the latest and greatest new idea.
We’re captivated by the amazing inspiration, the stunning growth, and finally, the huge profit. But what happens when huge risks and
unforeseen pitfalls take enterprises down and ruin fortunes in a flash? The fall from the top is painful and inglorious. CEO coach, author, and
speaker Harry Clark and the thirty ultimately successful entrepreneurs he interviewed for Mistakes Millionaires Make know that terrible fate all
too well. They lived it. And they recount their experiences—involving losses from ten million to two hundred million dollars—and the
catastrophic effects those losses had on them and their families. Whether you’re a family-business owner or an investor, involved in a huge
enterprise or the pizza shop around the corner, Clark’s informative and often shocking accounts of entrepreneurial missteps will provide you
with key insights into where these thought leaders went wrong, what they learned, and how they got back on their feet again. CEOs and their
teams and families, business leaders, entrepreneurs, and anyone involved in a business of any type or size will benefit from the compelling
interviews and the lessons learned about the pitfalls that snagged others. Mistakes Millionaires Make stands apart from the rest with its
fortune-saving recommendations and insights into the risks that all entrepreneurs face every day. Even if you don’t have millions, you’ll walk
away with practical advice for avoiding failure and living a better financial future in whatever business venture you undertake.
This valuable book helps financial advisors address the needs of their entrepreneurial clients. Most people opening their own businesses are
experts in their fields. But when it comes to the vital intricacies of running a successful business, many entrepreneurs find themselves
struggling to survive.With more and more people starting their own small businesses, a growing need has developed for expert guidance to
help today's entrepreneurs face their new legal, tax, and financial challenges. Advising Entrepreneurs helps financial advisors address the
special needs of their entrepreneurial clients. It provides a comprehensive approach to growing wealth, shielding business assets from
liabilities, lowering taxes, and much more by promoting prudent risk-taking. Marc Lane (Chicago, IL) is a business and tax attorney. He is a
Master Registered Financial Planner, Registered Financial Consultant, and Certified Investment Specialist. He has authored thirty books, is
an Adjunct Professor of Business at the University of Illinois College of Business Administration's Institute for Entrepreneurial Studies, and an
Adjunct Professor of Law at Northwestern University.
In Indian context.
Felix Dennis is an expert at proving people wrong. Starting as a college dropout with no family money, he created a publishing empire,
founded Maxim magazine, made himself one of the richest people in the UK, and had a blast in the process. How to Get Rich is different from
any other book on the subject because Dennis isn't selling snake oil, investment tips, or motivational claptrap. He merely wants to help
people embrace entrepreneurship, and to share lessons he learned the hard way. He reveals, for example, why a regular paycheck is like
crack cocaine; why great ideas are vastly overrated; and why "ownership isn't the important thing, it's the only thing."
Are you looking for an alternative to a career path at a big firm? Does founding your own start-up seem too risky? There is a radical third path
open to you: You can buy a small business and run it as CEO. Purchasing a small company offers significant financial rewards—as well as
personal and professional fulfillment. Leading a firm means you can be your own boss, put your executive skills to work, fashion a company
environment that meets your own needs, and profit directly from your success. But finding the right business to buy and closing the deal isn't
always easy. In the HBR Guide to Buying a Small Business, Harvard Business School professors Richard Ruback and Royce Yudkoff help
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you: Determine if this path is right for you Raise capital for your acquisition Find and evaluate the right prospects Avoid the pitfalls that could
derail your search Understand why a "dull" business might be the best investment Negotiate a potential deal with the seller Avoid deals that
fall through at the last minute
Strategies for successful business ownership Job security has become a myth, no matter where you work. Alan Greenspan testified before
the House Ways and Means Committee in February 2004 that there is a turnover rate of approximately 1 million jobs per month. Because of
the turbulent job market, more and more people are concluding that entrepreneurship is the way to go. However, many jobholders view
entrepreneurship as risky. Entrepreneurship isn’ t taught in schools and most entrepreneurs endure a baptism by fire before they taste
success. This book shows you learn not only how to strike out on your own, but how to make your entrepreneurial dream a success. Phil Laut
(Charlotte, NC), self-published Money Is My Friend in 1979 and sold 400,000 copies in 18 languages. Andy Fuehl (Phoenix, AZ) is a
recognized teacher of business psychology. He has also worked for several Fortune 500 companies such as AT& T, Bell Labs, and Motorola.
Mr. Fuehl went from unemployed to self-made millionaire in less than three years using the methods in this book.
Discover success in global business today with the most strategic approach to international business topics and unique coverage not found in
other books. GLOBAL BUSINESS, 4th Edition, is the first global business book that answers the big question, What determines the success
and failure of firms around the globe? Globally renowned scholar and author Mike Peng integrates both an institution-based view and
resource-based view throughout every chapter, bringing an unparalleled continuity and strategic approach to the learning process. The book
combines an inviting, conversational style with the latest research and examples that reflect the most recent global developments. A wealth of
business cases from Mike Peng and other respected international experts delve into how companies throughout the world have expanded
globally. All-new video cases that cover every chapter's opening case and closing case, world maps that connect geography and culture to
business decisions, and unique global debate sections that draw you into cutting-edge international discussions help you learn to think
independently and view business challenges from a truly global perspective. With GLOBAL BUSINESS, 4th Edition, you view business
through the eyes of a true world citizen and gain the understanding you need to become an effective manager within today's global business
landscape. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Are you a high net worth individual? Then the wealth management rules are different for you. Mark Tepper rightly assures us that we should
all consider ourselves wealthy if we have the resources to live the lives we want to live without compromise. However, if you fall into one of
his higher-net-worth categories, you will find that Exceptional Wealth is speaking directly to you. Tepper, author of the acclaimed Walk Away
Wealthy, stresses that if you are someone with a high net worth, you have to realize that managing your wealth is complex. He clearly
outlines key steps and sophisticated strategies that experienced professional financial advisors should be implementing for you. Each high
net worth individual has unique and different forms of wealth, investments, and objectives. Consequently, individual and special family needs
demand specifically tailored financial plans and approaches. Good investment management might have made you wealthy, but Tepper solidly
brings home the point that only proper wealth management will keep you wealthy. Those whose wealth exceeds $1,000,000 will likely benefit
most from the keys and myths that Tepper outlines, but this book is relevant for anyone looking to take the next step in wealth accumulation
and preservation. The bottom line, as Tepper advises, is the following: Prosperous individuals require a higher level of sophistication when it
comes to optimizing their financial affairs.
It Doesn't Matter How Big or Small The Business. It Doesn't Matter What Product or Service You Deliver. Every Successful Business In The
World Has All 5 Fundamental Elements Working Together, and Every Failed Business in History Does Not! A message from the author- The
business failure rate in this world is staggering, and the sad truth about the businesses that do make it, only a few can be sold for Top Dollar!
"Entrepreneurs work hard - sacrificing their time, family, friends, and lord knows what else. I mean, we really work our tails off and the last
thing any of us want to do after all of our hard work and sacrifice is end up being forced to close the doors in a liquidation sale, or when the
time comes, end up selling the business for pennies on the dollar. None of us can afford the pain and anguish of being forced to clip coupons
to get by in retirement because we failed to plan ahead of time. You owe it to yourself to get the best help and advise you possibly can so
you're not taken advantage of and embarrassed - READ THIS BOOK - and Discover What You Need To Do Starting Tomorrow So You Can
Sell Your Business In 2-5 Years And Walk Away Wealthy." "Paul does a masterful job of explaining The 5 Fundamental Elements of Every
Successful and Sellable Business. Any Entrepreneur can use this information to increase the health, value and sellability of their business by
learning and applying them." - Tony Grala About the Author: Paul Forsberg is a Business Advisor and Business Intermediary. His goal in
writing this book is to help One Million Business owners sell their business for Top Dollar and enable them to retire wealthy or jump back into
another profitable business venture."
In The Richest Man in China Louis F. Petrossi unlocks ancient wisdom to review how anyone can move from adversity and mediocrity to
prosperity and significance. With the 8 Pillars of Wealth, you can develop: *Awareness of Infinite Intelligence *Mantra to Harvest Wealth
*Prosperity Mindset *Never-Ending Wealth *The Road to Riches *Holy Grail of Wealth *Multiple Streams of Passive Income *Prosperity to
Significance Petrossi's teachings will allow you to take control of your destiny and change your life forever. The wisdom and knowledge in this
book is a must-read for all people who want peace of mind, wealth, and financial freedom.
The Founder's Dilemmas examines how early decisions by entrepreneurs can make or break a startup and its team. Drawing on a decade of
research, including quantitative data on almost ten thousand founders as well as inside stories of founders like Evan Williams of Twitter and
Tim Westergren of Pandora, Noam Wasserman reveals the common pitfalls founders face and how to avoid them.
The 21st Century brings all new rules. Entrepreneurs are challenging conventional wisdom and thinking outside the box. One of the first
challenges involves challenging the assumption that a business has to be big to be successful. While most of the 20th century heralded big
businesses, it is clear that businesses no longer have to be big to do big business. Now it is possible for a handful of people to operate a
global business from virtually any place on the planet. Today, the keyboard has overtaken the boardroom. Financial markets, alliances, and
joint ventures have eliminated the need for entrepreneurs to put up substantial capital investments. Today's businesses are driven by ideas,
innovation, and execution. This book will show entrepreneurs and business leaders will provide CEOs and entrepreneurs with the tools that
they will need to become leaders in their market.
Offers ten case studies in African American entrepreneurship, showing how they get started in business, and giving advice on running a
successful business
"A scathingly honest memoir of entrepreneurship's dark reality... I would advise every entrepreneur--or anyone who dreams of becoming
one--to read this book." --Eric Schurenberg - CEO, Fast Company and Inc. A young tech entrepreneur's memoir of building his hugely
successful company and the mental and physical price he paid for it At the age of twenty-six, John Roa founded a tech-consulting and design
firm that he sold for a fortune to the largest tech company in San Francisco, Salesforce. His account of his rise from a self-described belowaverage student, to becoming a poster boy for the ambitious, successful young entrepreneur, to nearly destroying himself in the process is
the subject of A Practical Way to Get Rich . . . and Die Trying. Roa's twenty-year-long journey from being dead-broke to wealth he never
imagined is an absurd and often comical story of talent, luck, risk, rapidly changing technology, larger-than-life personalities, sex, gambling,
and excessive alcohol and drug consumption. Roa's intention for his memoir is not to present a glamorous rags-to-riches saga, but, instead,
to serve as a cautionary tale of the toll that entrepreneurship can take on ambitious young people unprepared for the physical and mental
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costs that "making it" can take. Those pitfalls eventually took their toll on Roa, who, in the face of round-the-clock pressure and risk taking,
ultimately suffered a psychotic breakdown from which he almost didn't walk away. As he healed in the aftermath, he began to question the
ethos that had brought him to that dark place, and he learned from other entrepreneurs that they, too, had experienced similar debilitating
issues that they felt unable to admit, let alone discuss. A Practical Way to Get Rich . . . and Die Trying is a compelling memoir and the
foundation for a campaign of honesty and vulnerability in an industry that currently allows neither. Roa aims to be the bridge to helping young
leaders confront the mental health issues and abuse that too often accompany the tech startup that so many have embraced as their
salvation for their future.
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